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Do Colorado’s COVID Regulations Violate the 

Religion Clauses of the First Amendment?  

January 24, 2021 

I. Introduction – 

a. “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, 

or prohibiting the free exercise thereof….” 

i. United States Constitution, First Amendment 

 

b. President Jefferson’s “wall of separation” letter – 

i. In 1802, in response to an inquiry from the Danbury Baptist 

Association of Connecticut, which was concerned whether the 

newly-adopted US Constitution would adequately protect 

religious liberty, President Jefferson wrote a letter stating –  

“The legitimate powers of government reach actions only, and 

not opinions.  I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act 

of the whole American people which declared that their 

legislature should ‘make no law respecting an establishment of 

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof …’, thus 

building a wall of separation between Church and State.” 

ii. While Jefferson’s letter popularized the phrase “wall of 

separation,” the concept of a separation between government 

regulation and religious actions/beliefs was first expressed by 

Roger Williams in 1644. 

 

c. The “wall of separation” metaphor was first mentioned by the 

Supreme Court in Reynolds v. United States in 1879 and then again 

in Everson v. Board of Education in 1944 (see addendum below). 

While both cases mention the idea of a “wall,” neither case found a 

Constitutional violation. 

 

d. Everson described the wall as “high and impregnable” and said no 

breach of any kind could be allowed.  However, it is not an “iron 

curtain” between the two and does not mean hostility toward religion.  

Later analysis has described it more as a “permeable membrane” and 
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a “line of demarcation,” which nonetheless allows for reasonable 

accommodation between the church and state issues, when one action 

does not violate the other. 

 

e. Current Supreme Court doctrine is that government must be neutral 

towards religion – neither favoring nor disfavoring it. 

 

II. Denver Bible Church v Azar (D. Colo., Oct. 15, 2020) 

a. Note: If you would like a copy of this case to read, let me know 

 and I’ll send it to you. 

 

b. Facts of the case:  Two small churches in Denver, Denver Bible 

and Community Baptist, sued both Colorado and federal 

officials on a wide variety of claims. They asked for a 

preliminary injunction against the enforcement of certain 

COVID-19-related restrictions issued by the officials. The only 

claims where the Court felt a preliminary injunction was 

appropriate was against the Colorado officials (Governor Polis 

and others) on their “free exercise of religion” claims. That 

issue is the focus of our talk today. 

 

c. Legal analysis: 

i. What relief were the churches requesting from the Court? 

1. A preliminary injunction is where a court orders a party 

to not do something … until a full trial on the merits can 

occur 

2. When all the entire lawsuit asks for is an injunction, an 

injunction entered at the “preliminary” stage is, in effect, 

a victory for the Plaintiffs before a trial is held. 

3. Here, the churches were asking the Court to order the 

officials to not enforce the COVID regulations against 

them  

ii. Issuing a preliminary injunction 

1. Should be the exception rather than the rule 

2. Only when the right to the relief is clear and unequivocal 

3. Requires a strong showing of likelihood of success on the 

merits. 
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iii. “Free exercise of religion” during an emergency –  

1. The government may not discriminate against religion – 

see Trinity Lutheran and Church of the Lukumi 

Babalu Aye, addendum, below. Any such action must 

face “strict scrutiny” and is invalid unless it is narrowly 

tailored to accomplish a compelling interest. However, 

churches and church members must comply, as must 

everyone else, with neutral laws of general application. 

Employment Division v. Smith, addendum, below. If a 

statute allows for secular exemptions, then denial of 

similar exemptions for religious bodies must satisfy strict 

scrutiny. 

 

2. The existence of an emergency – the Bill of Rights is not 

a suicide pact; the Constitution doesn’t kneecap a state’s 

ability to respond to a pandemic. However, a crisis 

doesn’t make Constitutional rights unenforceable. “It is 

during our most challenging and uncertain moments that 

our Nation’s commitment to [Constitutional rights] is 

most severely tested, and it is in those times that we must 

preserve our commitment to … our principles.” Hamdi 

v. Rumsfeld, 542 US 507 (2004) 

 

3. There is no question that the State has a compelling 

interest in protecting its citizens during a health 

pandemic. Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 US 11 

(1905) – a case upholding a requirement for vaccination 

during a smallpox outbreak. However, Jacobson is not a 

blank check for government officials. “Korematsu v. 

United States, 323 US 214 (1944) – (the case 

authorizing internment of Japanese-Americans during 

WW II) – was gravely wrong the day it was decided, has 

been overruled in the court of history, and – to be clear – 

has no place in law under the Constitution” –Trump v. 

Hawaii, 133 S. Ct. 2392 (2018).   
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Jacobson itself acknowledged that no rule may 

contravene the Constitution, nor infringe upon any 

rights secured by that instrument; any regulation must 

always (emphasis added) yield in the face of a conflict 

with any right the Constitution secures. 

4. Judicial deference to policymakers’ analysis lessens if the 

crisis drags on for weeks, and now months. In the 

beginning of the emergency, what might be the “least 

restrictive” measure may be uncertain, but, as time goes 

by and scientific understanding improves, the 

government’s ability to tailor restrictions more carefully 

will (and must) increase. 

 

d. Areas of Concern: The churches challenged three aspects of the 

COVID regulations – 

i. 6-foot distancing – the requirement is generally neutral, and 

doesn’t discriminate against religion – accordingly, there is no 

Constitutional problem, and the challenge to this requirement is 

denied. 

 

ii. Attendance limits – Under the Health Order being challenged, 

churches must limit their operation to 50% capacity, not to 

exceed 175 people -Level 1; 50%, not to exceed 50 people – 

Level 2; and 25%, not to exceed 50 people – Level 3. While 

many secular organizations have the same limits, there are 

exemptions listed for such places as meat-packing plants, 

distribution warehouses, P-12 schools, grocery stores, liquor 

stores, marijuana dispensaries, and firearm stores. Because the 

State made these exemptions for these secular organizations, it 

must do the same for religious organizations, unless it has a 

compelling reason not to, which must be narrowly tailored to 

achieve this reason.  

 

iii. Face masks – Under the Health Order, all churches must 

comply, but, again, there are 8 exemptions for secular sites – 

restaurants, dentists, exercise, etc., – what the Order deems 
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“necessary” activities. But the Order fails to exempt churches 

for such things as taking Communion. The State is deciding 

what activities are “necessary” but failing to recognize activities 

that churches consider “necessary” for practicing religion. 

 

e. The State’s Justifications – and why they are not sufficient – 

i. Contract tracing is easier at churches – however, that should 

work in favor of the churches; additional restrictions should be 

imposed at the secular organizations which can’t contract-trace 

as well. 

 

ii. Schools should have local control of their operations – while 

that is a valid concern, the First Amendment requires similar a 

accommodation to religious congregations’ autonomy. 

 

iii. Most of the secular organizations exempted have “transient” in-

person contact, while churches have “prolonged” contact – 

however, the State’s definition of what is a “close” contact 

requires both proximity and duration – within 6-feet and lasting 

for more than 15 minutes. The exempted secular organizations 

operate at full capacity for well over an hour and are exempted 

presumably because the 6-feet distancing by itself is enough to 

safeguard everyone, while that reasoning isn’t applied to 

religious organizations. 

 

iv. Singing and speaking occurs in churches – this propels the 

respiratory droplets farther and doesn’t occur in the secular 

exempted organizations – but the State concedes that singing 

and speaking also occurs in schools. 

 

v. The data shows that most outbreaks occur at nursing homes, 

prisons, warehouses, schools, and businesses, not churches – 

only 2% for churches. 

 

vi. The State cannot provide exemptions for secular organizations 

it deems to be “critical” and “necessary”, and then make 

decisions as to what is “critical” and “necessary” for religious 
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organizations, such as removing face masks while taking 

Communion. 

 

f. Ruling: Colorado is enjoined from enforcing the occupancy limits, and 

face mask requirements where the church finds it is necessary to 

temporarily remove the face mask. 

 

g. This decision is currently on appeal to the US Court of Appeals for 

the Tenth Circuit 

 

III. Later decision from the US Supreme Court: Roman Catholic Diocese of 

Brooklyn v. Cuomo 

 

a. On November 25, 2020, the US Supreme Court issued a ruling similar 

to the above Colorado case – Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn 

v. Cuomo (available on Google Scholar, in the same way as noted in 

the addendum below). The Court’s reasoning was very close to the 

reasoning in our Colorado case. 

 

b. The decision was 5-4, with the Chief Justice and the three “liberals” 

(Sotomayor, Kagan, and Breyer) dissenting – largely on the grounds 

that a preliminary injunction was unnecessary (because as of the date 

of the ruling the plaintiff churches were no longer limited, as they had 

been when the case was started) and premature (as scientific 

understanding of how to respond to the pandemic is in an ongoing 

state of flux and courts should not get involved in those sorts of public 

policy decisions). 

 

c. The US Supreme Court had this summer turned down 2 earlier 

applications for similar injunctions but chose to grant one in this case. 

The majority switched in Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn due 

to the vote of the newest member, Justice Amy Coney Barrett. This is 

a tangible example of how her appointment to the Court almost 

certainly changed the outcome in this case. All the other justices voted 

the same way as they did in the prior two cases. 
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ADDENDUM 

Some significant Supreme Court Religion Clauses decisions – 

Note:  This list is intended only to provide a generalized reference to 

some of the more significant Religion Clauses cases decided over the 

years, on some of the major issues.  Anyone wishing a more detailed 

analysis of a particular issue, or who wishes to read a particular case in 

full, is invited to go to: Google Scholar/case law/Federal Courts/Supreme 

Court/ (name of case) or (type in a topic). 

1. The legal test used to evaluate a particular issue 

a. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 402 US 602 (1971) – state aid to 

parochial schools – Pennsylvania and Rhode Island instituted 

programs to pay part of teachers’ salaries, and pay for textbooks and 

instructional materials for secular subjects – both programs found to 

violate the “no establishment” clause 

i. Does the statute have a secular purpose? 

ii. Does the statute’s effect either advance or inhibit 

religion? 

iii. Does the statute lead to excessive governmental 

entanglement with religion? 

 

b. The Lemon test doesn’t always apply 

i. Evaluating long-standing monuments, symbols, and 

practices. See e.g., American Legion v. American 

Humanist Association, below  

ii. Applying the “ministerial exception” – the 

government cannot tell churches who can be 

“ministers”. Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran 

Church and School v. EEOC, 565 U.S. 171 (2012) 

iii. Prayers by public bodies. See Town of Greece v. 

Galloway, below 

iv. While Lemon has not yet been overruled yet, it 

appears the Supreme Court is slowly chipping away at 

its application, making it less and less relevant 

v. While Lemon has been roundly criticized, the Court 

can’t decide on a test to replace it 
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2. The government must be neutral when considering religious issues 

a. Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Commission on Civil  

Rights, 138 S.Ct. 1719, (2018) – A bakery in Littleton, Colorado 

refused to bake a cake for a same-sex couple’s wedding reception, 

based on the owner’s personal religious objection to such marriages – 

he was charged with a civil-rights violation, for discrimination based 

on sexual orientation, and was convicted by the Defendant 

Commission – the US Supreme Court found that certain members of 

the Commission had expressed opinions hostile to religion, and 

therefore the decision-making process was invalid, and set aside the 

conviction. 

 

b. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, 508 US 

520 (1993) – The Santeria church was getting established in Hialeah, 

Florida. The City Council members were familiar with the church, 

having come from Cuba and other Caribbean countries, and felt it was 

inappropriate, comparing it to “voodoo”.  It involved animal sacrifice 

(cutting the heads off chickens), so the City passed an ordinance 

prohibiting the killing of animals; however, the ordinance exempted 

the Humane Society’s euthanizing of stray animals, hunting, the 

killing of rabbits when training greyhounds, and kosher kitchens 

killing of animals in food preparation. The Supreme Court found the 

City was hostile to the religion, and the effect of the ordinance 

inhibited the religion, and struck down the ordinance. 

 

3. “No-establishment” cases 

a. Financial aid to public schools 

i. Everson v. Board of Education, 330 US 1 (1947) – New 

Jersey adopted a program of reimbursing parents for the cost of bus 

transportation to get their children to school, including parochial 

schools.  The Supreme Court held that this was not an un-

Constitutional “establishment” (promoting or supporting) of religion – 

the money went to the parents, not the school, and government-paid 

police officers enforced traffic laws that helped transportation, and 

government-paid firemen were available to protect all schools. 
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ii. Trinity Lutheran Church of Columbia v. Comer, 137 S. 

Ct. 2012 (2017) – Missouri instituted a program of providing ground-

up recycled tires as a protective surface for school playgrounds, but 

exempted such aid going to church-school playgrounds. The Court 

found such a blanket exclusion – just because the playground was 

associated with a church – was hostility to religion and struck down 

the exemption. 

 

b. Prayer in schools -- – Engel v. Vitale, 370 US 421 (1962) – 

school-board written prayer at the opening of the school day; School 

District of Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 US 203 (1963) – 

mandated Bible reading and recitation of the Lord’s Prayer; Lee v. 

Weisman, 505 US 577 (1992) – prayer at school graduations; and 

Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, 530 US 290 (2000)– 

prayer at school football games – all struck down as “no 

establishment” violations 

 

c. Ten Commandments monuments/nativity scenes/crosses on 

  public property 

i. Ten Commandments monuments -- Van Orden v. Perry, 

545 US 677 (2005) – monument on grounds of Texas capitol since 

1961 (Cecil B. DeMille, with help of Fraternal Order of Eagles, 

placed such monuments throughout the country to promote his movie 

“The Ten Commandments”) – the Plaintiff had seen it there since 

1995, and sued in 2001 – Court held Plaintiff’s objection was too late 

– also, the monument was among 17 other  monuments and 21 

historical markers commemorating “the Texas identity”, so its 

“religious” significance was minimized --(compare to State v. 

Freedom from Religion Foundation, 898 P.2d 1013 (Colo. 1995) – 

the Colorado case involving a Ten Commandments monument in 

Lincoln Park, immediately in front of the state capitol in Denver) 

 

McCreary County, Ky. v. ACLU of Ky. 545 US 844 (2005) – 

Two counties put placards of the Commandments, with a citation to 

Exodus, in their courthouses, and were sued by the ACLU – the Court 

held that the counties could not place the 10 Commandments in their 

courthouses 
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ii. Nativity scenes – Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 US 668 (1984) – 

For 40 years, the city of Pawtucket, R.I. has put up a Christmas 

display including Santa, reindeer pulling a sleigh, candy canes, a 

Christmas tree, carolers, hundreds of colored lights, a large banner 

that says “Seasons Greetings” – and a creche. The Court found this 

did not represent promotion or support of Christianity, but rather a 

celebration of the holiday season, and was therefore not a violation.  

(Compare to Conrad v. City and County of Denver, 724 P.2d 1309 

(1986), the Colorado case involving a creche on the steps of Denver 

City Hall.) 

 

iii. Crosses – American Legion v. American Humanist 

Association, 139 S.Ct. 2067 (2019) – 32-foot Latin cross on public 

property since 1961 – dedicated in 1925 to those who died in WWI – 

removal might be construed as hostility to religion, which is not 

allowed – passage of time gives strong presumption of 

constitutionality—crosses do not necessarily have only a religious 

meaning – no violation 

 

d. Prayer at public meetings 

i. Marsh v. Chambers, 463 US 783 (1983) – upheld 

Nebraska’s practice of opening the Legislature’s sessions with a 

prayer by a chaplain paid by the State – even the Continental 

Congress that adopted the First Amendment opened with a prayer – 

long-standing practice 

  

ii. Town of Greece v. Galloway, 134 S. Ct. 1811 (2014) – 

followed Marsh – let Christians, Jews, Wiccans, atheists, and Bahai 

followers give the prayers – prayers are not coercive, and lend gravity 

to public business – aspirations to a just and peaceful society 

 

e. Forbidding teaching of evolution in schools – Epperson v. 

Arkansas, 393 US 97 (1968) – State’s statute prohibiting the teaching 

of evolution in the public schools is unconstitutional, as an 

“establishment” of the Christian religion – thus putting an end to the 

legal issue in the play/movie “Inherit the Wind” 
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f. Tax exemption for churches – Walz v. Tax Commission of New 

York, 397 US 664 (1979) – no “establishment” (promoting or 

sponsoring) of churches – to impose taxes might lead to excessive 

entanglement with churches in valuations of property – long-standing 

practice since before the founding of this country 

 

g. Sunday closing laws – McGowan v. Maryland, 366 US 420 

(1961) – no violation – a “national day of rest” – compare Sherbert v. 

Verner, below 

 

4. “Free exercise” cases 

a. Religious beliefs versus government control 

i. Reynolds v. United States, 98 US 145 (1879) – A Mormon, 

being criminally prosecuted for bigamy, argued that his religion 

taught that all males should have more than one wife, and to punish 

him would violate his free exercise of his religion – Court found no 

violation – Jefferson’s “wall” protects only beliefs, and not actions – 

bigamy has been considered criminal for centuries, in many cultures 

 

ii. Employment Division, Department of Human Resources 

of Oregon v. Smith, 494 US 872 (1990) – Mr. Smith was denied 

unemployment benefits because he was discharged from his job for 

using a “controlled substance,” in his case, peyote. He is a Native-

American who uses peyote in his religious practices, and claimed he 

was being limited in his free exercise of his religion. The Court found 

that the statute in question was neutral in nature, and applied generally 

to everyone, and therefore there was no denial of “free exercise” 

 

iii. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 US 398 (1963) – Plaintiff was a 

member of Seventh-Day Adventist church – she was denied 

unemployment benefits because she wouldn’t be available for work 

on Saturday, as South Carolina’s statute required – The Court found 

she was singled out for her religious beliefs, in violation of the Free 

Exercise Clause 

  

b. Compulsory school attendance – Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 US 205 

(1972) – The State may not compel Amish parents to send their 
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children to public school beyond the 8th grade – The Amish have held 

their beliefs for hundreds of years, and get along well in society – no 

compelling reason of the State overrides their religious beliefs 


